We may be a minority, and despite what others claim, that does not make us wrong.

...
Jesus and Mohammed might only be a fingernail if this from Aristotle or many other great beings, who were literally "sons of the Gods" and their real descendants, with borderline alien intelligence.

While Ancient people like the Rishis or Aristotle, or founders of Ancient Civilizations blessed humanity with the foundation with advanced civilization, spirituality, things beyond comprehension, in the end of the day, Jesus and Mohammed, two really low level kikes, the "majority" worships based on literally hearsay and nothing else.

The above proves nothing but the low quality of what we call as "The majority". The "majority" is rarely if ever correct, and oftentimes, it is the manifestation of mob thought. That's why in Spiritual Satanism, we are currently where we are in numbers.

If we were utterly retarded, chances are, we would have many liars flocking in from all directions. The ethics, tenets, practices and meaning of Satanism, are for people who are spiritually on another level to even consider it. Rich in imagination, heart, intelligence and so on.

All ancient people who reached close to enlightenment and walked the path in doing so, they were pretty clear that the way towards that is actually by walking the path where very, very few are walking. It's a "minority" work always.

What the "masses" believe, is always lies. Even in the Ancient times, what the "masses" believed of the Pagan religions was only a surface. The "few" and the "minorities" were actually the people who did practice what we do ourselves today more seriously. Again, a minority issue.

From this minority, even fewer people will hold all the virtues strongly and maintain them to reach the end of the path. That's why reincarnation and reincarnation is needed.

Sometimes I am confronted with the question on "how many know" about Spiritual Satanism. It is mostly likely that we will reach our goal of 1 billion exposures by the end of the decade. Numbers are already adding up. We are doing translations, major works, it's going there.

Will not mention exact numbers, but the pages are out there, most definitely.

Yet here is the case: even if the internet is presently available, and theoretically people can learn about any subject, how many do you actually see sitting down to learn anything, changing their life etc? Not all people do this. Most people do not care. The issue rests with them.
Spiritual Satanism could go to the direction where it becomes “accepted by many”, but for it to become a “majority” religion, it has to be that the world itself has advanced and changed. This is like discovering electricity but only a hundred years later people will be able to comprehend it.

On the practical level, where this is for real [not just an accepted religion] it will always be the few that practice this. The “Few” here can be relative. Now it can be 1/4th in 100,000 people. Levels of seriousness vary.

For closely two centuries as it happened with many technological developments, people will hate it, deny it, whine, be lazy, the list goes. Then everyone will look back and say, “we cannot believe we denied that”. But by then it’s too late, and the people who got the message early are those who have gained the most.

Sometimes I am asked about "counts" that people see publicly. These numbers do not reflect a realistic view of impact. In other words, whether my sermon gains 1000, 4000, 40000 or 500000 views, is relative.

Even if out of 300,000 people, 300 do follow the path and adhere to it, we will be creating a select minority of very advanced people. Only these, would fulfil the higher mission of mankind.

The enemy’s programs have 3 and 4 billions each, and have produced not one single developed personality let alone a God.

The JoS has a few members, and it has already produced what the Gods want produced in quite a few people. The Gods therefore love the Joy of Satan. This has nothing to do with the love of the "masses".

Everyone can believe in something en masse, and the Gods can fully deny it. This has happened in the enemy religions. Enemy "religions" have the approval of the cattle masses and the fools, but not the Gods.

While all humans want to believe in these lies, even if all of them want it, the Gods are not affected, nor the people are moved towards the Gods because they are "many".

The "many" in this day and era and the "Truth" are going in two opposing directions. If you want to be a fool, listen to what the "many" out there are saying. You’ll become a fool in no time.

Lastly, as Aristotle said [paraphrasing here] if you add up a million retards these do not account for one intelligent man. The same situation applies here. The "Many" are often times the most wrong.
If nowadays or like next week Spiritual Satanism became a "majority religion" of the billions, could not happen, three things would be the case:

1. Either the JoS has collapsed due to bending of principles and has become a lie like the mainstream religions. I.e., ethically and in all ways it has collapsed.

2. The consequence would be the the world itself would have to be different, so the above cannot happen yet.

3. Currently, humanity is going through a century of denial of reality and major selfishness [final stages of Age of Pisces] where foolishness intensifies, and people are displaying wrong traits of the sign. I.e., what "most people" accept is currently lies, or less lies which are still lies [like Atheism].

We can and we will reach major exposure and so on. We must be unrelenting heralds of the Truth. Currently, that is not welcome, as people booed electricity when the first installations happened in the world.
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High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 wrote:

Spiritual Satanism is from and for the future.

In Age of Aquarius, everything stated here about freedom, ethics, spirituality, allowing people to be themselves etc, will be commonplace.

Currently at the dawn of the Era of Pisces, most people are still into the loop of believing in just slavery based faiths which emphasize them being non existent and how they must all worship slavishly without any spiritual content.